Essay Signposting
What are Essay Signposts?
In academic writing, key words, phrases or topic sentences are employed to indicate to the
reader the direction or location of the essay or argument (Day, 2018). Sometimes referred to
as transitions, connectives or connectors, essay signposts are words used to steer your essay
in a particular direction, and to indicate a particular form or function (Greetham, 2013).

Why do I need to signpost in my Essay?
Signposting is clear indicator of critical, analytical writing and thinking, as the reader doesn’t
have to pause to consider where they are in an argument, or whether the author intends to
accept or refute a viewpoint (Cottrell, 2017). A good essay does not rely on font-formatting or
subheadings to create a sense of direction, so a signpost is a simple yet effective way of
making connections between previous and subsequent points.
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